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About This Game

Aztec Tower is a VR bow & arrow game about defending the temple of your people against the spanish conquistadors trying to
take apart your sacred site to enrich themselves on the gold which they're ready to and already killed for. You're the last man
standing of a brave tribe who fought against the invaders for generations. They're about to overrun your temple, but you're

determined to take as many of them with you as you can. The game can be played on the HTC Vive through SteamVR. It should
also run on the Oculus Rift or other VR headsets, but is only tested on the HTC Vive. Also please keep in mind that this game is

not historically accurate nor is it trying to be.

Please note: Some players report an issue where they would spawn facing away from the menu, which can cause problems in a
small playing area or with certain base station setups. I'd be really happy to resolve this issue, however I'm going to be away

from home for another 2-3 months approximately, which means I can look into it earliest around end of July. I'm sorry for the
inconvenience and do hope, that until then the majority of you guys will still be able to enjoy the game.

Textures, models and sounds of other creators were used. Please see ATTRIBUTION.txt in the game files or
https://paulschwoerer.de/en/project/aztec-tower for details.
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Picked it up because it looked really interesting and fun, and it is, but it really feels unfinished. Definitely feel like any puzzle
fan would be happy to drop maybe $2 on it, but for $6 or $7, it's too much for too little. A level editor with Workshop support
or something similar would definitely make it worth the list price though.. Must deliver pizza at all costs! Crazy Taxi meets
Rampage. Lots of good humour, even if it is a little CHEESY ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). I would love for it
to be a little more fast pace but i guess you got to really simulate the real thing lol
History class all over again
This is my gameplay on it!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4jgeN54GWG8. I think this game is quite good. The core of the game is the choices you need to do on each
level. This game talk about several serious topic and in more than one occasion this game make me think about this topics, and
some choices it's really hard to take. Of course this game can be improved in some aspects, but I think this game should be
played by almost anyone. I really recommend it.. Man! Does this game have potential. Man! Does this game mess it all up. I love
the setting, and the design, and a lot of the artwork and everything. This game has a mind-boggling amount of potential. The
main issue is...it's a pretty poor game. The shooting is strange, the animation is laughable, the graphics are pretty poor, and the
controls are awkward. So sad. I'd love to see this game get a remake, because it could be an amazing game, if it didn't have so
many issues in the gameplay itself.
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After huge initial troubles (more on that in the next paragraph) the game started working and is actually quite enjoyable.

My initial troubles: It froze my system multiple times, even after reinstalling. And the controls wouldn't respond. Only after I
deleted the game entirely with the help of external tools, it started working. The framerate keeps to skyrocket for no apparent
reason and there is now way to fix it.

For the price I got it (1$) the game has much to offer. The advertised new shape mechanic is incorporated very often in the
game.. Great indie game, dont expect a complex AAA game, but a game with very simple mecanics (left, right, shoot up and
dodge) but with very entertaining levels, variety between them, and some nice humor. Recomended if you value easy gameplay
that is hard to master. Played for a miniut it crashed now says i have 44 hours good job game good job IGN 10/5. If you like
hidden object games then you will like this. That been said it is rather short, story is average and as others have stated... not
scary. Still if you like this type of game you will enjoy, overall looks nice and a good way to chill for a couple of hours. (My
play time was about 3 hours but this was only due to having to go AFK for about an hour).

I would recommed this game just try catch it on sale :). At first glance this offers just nice visuals & sweet music, but "bamboo
heart" has a surprising lot of depth & replayability and is actually just a cool game.. Best bush flyer out there! Select cold start
and crank it up yourself (the Piper Cub is not complicated) then go tackle that 175 foot Alaskan field. Or, if you prefer the inlet
sitting on the other side of that mountain, switch to one of the float planes. Unlike some add-ons, this does not have exaggerated
flight characteristics, so you can leave your sliders where they are. A few words of advice though, (and this goes for the real
Cub too) use the carburetor heat as much as possible, just not on the ground, as this will suck dirt into the engine, and start
rolling the plane before you think you need to, especially when rolling out of a turn. The turn rate is surprisingly tight, but the
Cub does not have a 400+ DPS roll rate, so you might turn a little more than you wanted to. I particularly like the ability to hand
turn the propeller, which you have to do to start it, just like the real one. Other features are being able to airstart the engine, and
use the oar that is lashed on the float of the floatplane, to row the plane around. Shift-7 is the magic keypress to overhaul the
wearing engine, or if you brake to much on landing and manage to nose the plane over. I don't think it gets more realistic than
that! For those who can't get the engine to start, this plane does not have an electric start system. Also, you can not spin the
propeller from the f11 veiw. Either lean out the side from the cockpit view, or press A on your keyboard a few times from the
virtual cockpit view, and it will take you to the engine start view where you can hand spin the propeller. For those who said their
aircraft was shutting down mid flight, it could be because you did not have the carburetor heat on. Without it, even in warm
weather, the carburetor will freeze up. I hope that helps!. Honestly just a great game, if you are into puzzle solving and th eworld
of fantasy and magic. You kinda only have 2 Abilities, one is truesight, helping you to solve the puzzle, by seeing something,
you normally wouldn't.
The other one ist made to teleport you and pull thing towards you, but if you use it on certain runes it restores things to how they
have been in the past.
Not the longest game, but worth it.. Pay no attention to my short time on this version, as I have played the freeware version
some time ago.

This is an early access game that is in development, as such, it's purpose is to receive feedback from the community for
bugtesting as well as overall design feedback. The game as it is now, is largely unchanged from the freeware version I played
before so it is familiar. It is confirmed that there will be new levels coming, and from the Twitter, it looks like enemies and
weapons too.

The game is more of a strategy\/tower defense game with a twist. When the game starts it is up to you to fortify, find\/create
weapons and use some crafty tactics to use the environment as another weapon.

Again, I can't stress to people enough that this is still in development, but I am confident that through early access and feedback
the game will be shaped to a much better final product. Give it a shot, once you get the hang of the game it is quite addictive
with its additional modes and reward system, which is actually quite extensive.. This game was made by some
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 rusky that doesnt know how to optimise a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665en potato. legit
doesn't work except on potato which makes it look like a 2d plat former older than Mario. Also there are more zerg clans than
anything. And to top it all off this fat greasy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing baboon with 5k hours keeps one tapping me with
that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 m249 screaming "OMG SO MANY ROCKETS".
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